
UFONE COMPETITOR ANALYSIS

Ufone's top competitors are WTL, Wateen and Warid. See Ufone's revenue, employees, and funding info on Owler, the
world's largest Competitive Analysis .

UfonePrepay offers you just that. UFONE has also finalized a huge network expansion contract amounting to
about USD million in order to extend cellular network to new cities, towns and highways and enhance its
current installed capacities in existing cities. Business in which we are not in: Ufone is not catering the
corporate customer so it is the business in which they are no in also Ufone dont have 4G. A recent marketing
survey conducted by a prominent marketing research company showed that Ufone has considerably increased
its brand visibility and image. Since the market is highly fragmented and all the competitors are same in every
level therefore need to be customized and find not only just the gap but also the mismatch. Then the actual
benefits and augmented benefits like competitive pricing, better quality than that of rivals, fast in
technological change and adaptation. Ufone currently caters for International Roaming to more than live
operators in more than countries and introduced International roaming facility for Prepaid subscribers in Saudi
Arabia, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, Singapore, Portugal, Thailand, Cyprus, Bangladesh,
Uzbekistan, Tunisia, Sri Lanka, Belgium and Kuwait with lowest rates, featuring no security deposit and
activation charges. Why is it so? Call and internet Purely intangible Function what need The primary function
is to provide the high technology, better quality service which is the core benefits like signals, voice quality,
fast feedback setup, customer care and so forth. They should also introduce some International call packages
to Middle Eastern countries because there are lots of Pakistanis who are living in those countries so people
will definitely be tempted towards such package. They are offering Rs. Now one can talk more for less with
the most economical rates to call Ufone Circle. A remarkable achievement indeed, especially considering the
fact that two new international players also entered into the market in  Ufone targeted the middle class, by
introducing low rates and different packages with Urdu names like Jazba etc to attracted lower and middle
class people. If not then it is an assignments for further knowledge improvement. Consumer satisfaction is
dependent variable and Price, Quality and Coverage are independent variables. It is just like easy-load like its
others competitors. Ufone started its operation from Islamabad on 29th January  Most of the business and elite
class people use post paid and other services offered by the U fone. Ufone has network coverage in more than
cities, towns and across all major highways of the country. U fone have to develop strategies to counter their
strategy and to survive in the market. There are six other companies also working in Pakistan so U fone would
have to face some growing competitive pressures. To examine the prospects of Ufone in the overall Pakistan
Market. A remarkable achievement indeed, especially considering the fact that two new international players
also entered into the market in  The Company further expanded its coverage and has added new cities and
highways. These will be ATM like machines and that will give hour service to U fone subscribers to load the
balance just like they take money from ATM. Point of parity POP All competitors provide the same packages
at almost similar rates but strategically all are different. How do we Score? Ufone succeeded to establish itself
in the market by providing quality service at low rates. It important to advertise your offerings but it does not
hide the lacking of the product or services because in the end customer make choices on the basis of product
and associated services not on the basis of good and catchy advertising. The current recession in market is not
good for any kind of business including telecommunication.


